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Abstract

This report discusses various reactor physics

codes developed for neutronic design, fuel-management,

reactor operation and safety analysis oi: PHWRs. These

code packages have been utilized for nuclear design of

1500 MWe and new 235 MWe PHWRs.
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1. INTRODUCTION

There are at present 4 PHWRs in operation in India.

These reactors have rating of 210-235 MWe. There are 6

modified units of 235 MWe under construction. One of these

is expected to be commissioned by the year end. Government

has also approved construction of two more units of this

capacity. The 4 operating units have similar basic reactor

design features. These reactors have moderator dump as the

main shutdown cum safety system. The core reactivity control

is by moderator level as well as by central adjusters. The

core/ therefore, does not have many reactivity devices,

except for the adjusters at six locations. The new series of

235 MWe units under construction has several new design

features. In these units moderator dump has been eliminated.

There is no moderator level control of reactivity. The core

reactivity is controlled by regulating reds. Apart from

these, the core has shim rods for set-back, adjusters for

Xe-override, mechanical shut-off reds and liquid poison

tubes as two safety systems.

Recently, the design of 500 MWe PITWU has been

completed. Government has approved construction of six

units of this capacity. The cores of these reactors have

multiplicity of control and safety devices, control rods,

adjusters, zonal controllers for reactivity control,

mechanical shut-off rods and liquid poison injectors to the

moderator as safety systems and a large number of incore

detectors.



To carry out the fuel management tasks of the reactors

under operation a computer code package was developed in the

sixties. It was based on DUMLAC code for lattice parameter

calculations and TRIV2WI/DIMBNTRI codes for core and fuel

management calculations. This code system was considered

inadequate for design of second series of 235 MWe PHWRs and

larger reactors of 500 MWe. Hence, a broad based reactor

physics research and development programme was undertaken

to develop new code packages and their validation. These

codes have already been u«ed for commissioning problems of

235 MWe PHWRs, design problems of 500 MWe units and day to

day fuel management of operating units. The following

paragraphs review our effort in this direction.

2. NUCLEAR DATA

The starting point in any reactor physics calculation

is a well proven rnultigroup cross-section library. We have

made use of 69-group WIMS cross-aection set derived from UK

Nuclear Data Library. In this cross-section set, there are

14fast groups, 13 rtasonance groups and 42 thermal groups.
235

There are tables for few resonance materials such as U ,
233 239U , Pu which give resonance cross sections as a function

of effective potential cross-aection and temperatures.

Temperature dependent thermal scattering matrices for a

variety of scattering laws are included in the library for

the principal moderators which include hydrogen, deuterium,

graphite, beryllium and oxygen. The resonances at 0.29 ev
239 240

::or Pu and at 1.06 ev for Pu are treated by fine
energy-group structure in these energy ranges.

Originally only infinite dilution cross-sections
23?

were available in the library obtained from U.K. for Th
233

and U . The resonance cross-sections for these elements
were generated by uisincj a simplified procedure of integrating



the slowing down equation by multigroup technique. The fine

group cross-sections were prepared using the basic data from

ENDF/B-IV. The WIMS library does not contain the cross-

sections for several elements such as V , Mn , Co /Kb
233

and Pa relevant for PHWRs. In order to generate cross-

sections of these elements the nuclear data processing code

system NJOY was adapted on the Norsk Data Computer. It is

a comprehensive code package for producing pointwise and

multigroup cross-sections from ENDF nuclear data files.

This code has originated from Los-Alamos National Laboratory.

USA. it is ci modular system and consists of 16 modules.

One more module was added which generates the multigroup

cross section in WIMS library format. This code was used

for generating the 69 groupa cross sections for V , Mn ,
59 93 233

Co , Nb and Pa mentioned above. All these have been
made part of the WIMS library.

Tl .eactor lattice calculations for PHWRs are

normally performed in 27 groups. A 27-group WIMS library

has been prepared by condensing the 63 group library by

using a typical spectrum of a PHWR reactor as a weighting

function. In this library, there are 3 fast groups, 4

resonance groups and 20 thermal groups. The resonance

cross sections were generated using the code RESONX. it

solves the neutron slowing down equation by multigroup

method. The multigroup cross-sections are obtained from Breit-

Wigner parameters.

3. LATTICE PHYSICS

Three computer codes MUP.L1 CLIMAX and CLUB have been

developed for lattice calculations. Both these codes are

multigroup transport theory codes. CLIMAX code treat^s the

cluster by ring hornogenizat ion procedure. CLUB code

considers the cluster geometry explicitly. Both these



lattice codes have been extensively validated through the

analysis of Canadian experimental data for different sized

clusters and with different coolants. The computed eigen-

values and the reaction rates agree well with the corres-

ponding measured values. Analysis of the available burnup

measurements in NPD reactor also yielded good results. The

calculated void coefficient for RAPS by both the codes is

very close to the Canadian results. Thus the codes can be

used for the routine design problems in PHWRs.

The computer code CLUB has further been improved

to generate hyperfine pin power distribution as a function

of burnup. The fuel rod can now be subdivided in a number

of annular regions and burnup equations can separately be

solved for each annular region. Thorium-chain has also

been included for biirnup. Apart from burnup equations in

fuel, the code has been modified to treat burnable poison

in moderator. Calculations of kinetics parameters like

effective delayed neutron fraction pe££
 a n d life time 1

can now be handled by the code CLUB.

It is proposed to use 37 rod clustersin 500 MKe

PHWRs. For this type of cluster, very little experimental

results are available in the open literature. Therefore,

it would be useful to perform some additional lattice

experiments with 37-rod fuel cluster in order to gain

more confidence. There is also a paucity of experimental

burnup data in the literature about the isotopic composi-

tion of irradiated fuel bundles. It is, therefore, necessary

to experimentally determine the number densities of various

heavy nuclides in a fuel bundle as a function of irradiation.

This data can then be used to check the various lattice

codes at high burnups.

Another area, which needs attention, is the

experimental study of the fuel bundles with enriched uranium,

Plutonium and thorium. Such bundles may be used in future

reactors.



4. CORE SIMULATION STUDIES

The core simulations are done in two group diffusion

theory. These require

a) homogenised normal fuel lattice parameters in two

energy groups from transport theory lattice codes,

b) simulating the effects of reactivity devices, and

c) core calculational models.

The first of these requirements is mat by the muitigroup

lattice transport theory codes CLUB or CLIMAX explained

earlier.

PHWRs contain reactivity devices (RDS) like control adjusters

and zone control light water compartments as well as shut

down devices. They enter in a perpendicular direction

compared to fuel channels. Simulation of these devices thus

becomes complicated. This is implemented in two possible

models base on,

a) supercell methods, and

b) direct (non-supercell) methods

The final stage of core calculation is hence linked with the

choice of the reactivity device modelling.

Supercell Methods

A 3D parallel piped containing part of the fuel

channel and the reactivity device surrounded by the moderator

form the supercell. The dimensions of such a supercell

should essentially be derived from the assumption that the

fluxes recover on the opposite edge' of the supercell - or

a zero net current boundary condition is possible on the

sides of the super cell. In the models described here a

supercell of one pitch length along the x - axis, half a

bundle length along the axial z - axis (both nearly 25 cm)



and half a pitch along the direction of insertion of RD is

considered. Due to strong heterogeneities of the fuel and

the RDs one should either employ a direct 3D transport

theory model or arrive at effective boundary conditions on

the fuel and RD surfac ";s and employ diffusion theory

approach. Both these models have been developed in

addition to employing Monte Carlo scheme for validation

purposes.

Transport Theory Supercell

A two group collision probability (integral transport)

theory code BOXER has been developed. This treats the

circular surfaces of the fuel channels and RD as such as

well as the square boundaries of the supercell directly.

The code considers two types of regions: the coarse meshes

connected by interface currents and finer meshes treated by

first flight collision probability methods. At a greater

computational cost one can implement a full first flight

collision probability scheme as well. This model apart

from providing the /ikc» (A~Z- s^due to the presence of RDs

and homogenised controlled cell parameters, will also

give fluxes in various regions of the RD which is useful

in estimating heat generation rates in the device.

Diffusion Theory Supercell

Basically a finite difference scheme of solving

the two group diffusion theory equations is attempted. Due

to this choice, the fuel channel and the RD have to be made

square. The principal issue is to apply proper boundary

conditions on the RD as well as a model to preserve the

leakages into the fuel region as per lattice codes. The

latter is implemented by preserving the W*»of the uncon-

trolled cell and it is assumed that the modified fuel



parameters hold good in the presence of the RD. The RD is

represented by an internal boundary condition in terms of

CX = J/A, O This is done in one dimensional superceils in

transport theory (DTFIV-LAMDA or PIJMURLI) calculations

and the asymptotic extrapolation distances are estimated

to give o^ s • A subsequent 2D diffusion theory calculation

can be done to get equivalent c<'s for a square RD (2D

version of COMESH). The fuel region can also be treated by

iX boundary conditions but a thin source should be

introduced around the fuel region. These schemes are

implemented in code system PHANTOM. This code also provides

weighting factors for the .AX s £°*" the fixed mesh structure

in latter core calculations (CEMESH) when the RD is not at

the centre of the chosen mesh structure.

Direct Core Simulation of RDs

Once the cX boundary conditions are estimated as

above for the RDs, a direct core calculation can also be

attempted without trying to obtain homogenised control cell

parameters etc. The corner mesh finite difference code COMESH

(or NEWWHIRL) can trsat such internal boundary conditions.

The RDs in their exact geometric locations are simulated,

v/ith finer meshes around them in a staggered fashion. This

scheme has the advantage of realistically estimating the

interactions (shadowing) between different (types of) RDs.

The ambiguities in the choice of meshes based on supercell

dimensions and their overlap when different RDs are closer

than the supercell dimensions are not present. However,

v/e lose the advantage of taking into account the increased

thermal fluxes in moderator regions where RDs are actually

present. In the direct approach the UDs face homogenised

fuel material around them.

Core Simulations v/ith Supercell Parameters

A number of two group diffusion theory core

simulators have been developed, employing different methods
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of solution:

a) DIMENTRI - a centre mesh finite difference code with

variable mesh option. (It forms part of fuel

management programs TAQUIL & TRIYENI

discussed later).

b) CEMESH - a centre mesh finite difference code with

fixed mesh structure which takes PHANTOM

generated /S.~lt.^ and weighting factors.

c) FEMINA - a higher order nodal expansion code.

All these codes have powerful iterative schemes such as

successive (point/line) over relaxation, two parameter

C hebyschev source extrapolation, coarse mesh rebalancing,

nodal balancing etc. They have been validated with

international benchmarks as regards their calculational

algorithms and speed.

All these codes with various models for Simula ting

RDs have been verified against low power physics measurements

in power reactors as well as aero energy experimental

reactors*

5. FUEL MANAGEMENT OF PHWRs

Heavy water moderated reactors of pressure tube

concept (PHWR) follow in general on-power, continuous,

bi-directional, and multibundle fuelling schemes. Special

methods are required to study the various fuel management

problems of these reactors. Some of the studies undertaken

during design stage are:

a) equilibrium core power distribution and its

optimization with regard to total ixwer and burnup,

b) "snap shot" power distribution which takes into

account a limited number of channels being fuelled



every day and its deviation from equilibrium power

distribution, and

c) axial fuelling scheme i.e., number of bundles to be

shifted for each channel, taking into account discharge

burnup, fuelling machine availability and fuel

performance.

During the reactor operation in equilibrium condition

fuel management computer codes should be able to provide

information regarding fuel burnup and power distribution in

prop&r format in order to make the decision of selecting

channels for fuelling. Fuel scheduling during approach to

equilibrium also needs special attention.

Frescura and Wight (1AEA-AMR-68/11 (1982)) have given

an excellent review of PHWR fuel management and the various

computer models developed in Canada. We have developed two

computer codes TRIVENI and TAOUIL for studying sone or these

problems. TRIVENI was originally developed about 15 to 20

years back and is being used for the core follow-up of 210 MWe

PHWRs. This code has now been improved and modified to

perform many design studies for the 500 MWe PHWR. TAOUIL

was developed for optimization study of the equilibrium

core power distribution taking into account the multibundle

fuelling scheme.

The basic method in both the above codes is two-group

three-dimensional diffusion theory using centre mesh finite

difference method of solution similar to the scheme adapted

in DIMENTRI code.

TAQUIL code

PHWRs after few years of operation reach an equilibrium

condition in the sense that the average core exposure and

number of bundles fuelled per day become more or less constant.
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In a gross way power distribution also reaches an equilibrium

condition. But there are small fluctuations due to day-to-

day fuelling. However, if the power distribution is averaged

over a period of time then it will remain constant in time.

This time-averaged power distribution is called equilibrium

or smooth or nominal or reference power distribution. TAQUIL

code has been developed to evaluate this distribution. The

code has an option to choose one of the two following models

to obtain the power distribution

(a) Homogeneous model, and

(b) Time averaged model.

TRIVENI code

This code can be used to do any of the following

simulations

(a) Core follow-up,

(b) Equilibrium core power distribution with

homogeneous model,

(c) Changes in power distribution from the

nominal tine averaged distribution due to

movement of reactivity devices, and

(d) "Snap-shot" power distribution and estimation

of channel and bundle power peaking factors.

Core Follow-up

Starting from fresh zero burnup fuel bundles, a PHWR

can be simulated at various time steps. The initial burnup

and power distribution are read from previously written file

and burnups are updated assuming that power distribution

remains constant during a time step. Using the instantaneous

cross-sections at the new burnups, the new power distribution

is obtained and stored in a file for further time steps. The

reactor state like moderator level, positions of various

reactivity devices can be changed at each step.
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Shifting of fuel bundles can be simulated by

specifying the channel and number of bundles shifted. Fresh

bundles of different types or irradiated bundle from some

other channel which was previously shifted can be introduced.

Shifted bundles can either be discharged to fuel storage

bay from which recycling is not possible or held in a

temporary space to be reinserted in another channel.

There is an option to print the relevant information

called "Fuel Scheduling Data" needed for selecting a channel

to be fuelled. This gives the channel numbers in descending

order of the discharge, burnops (average burnups of the

bundles to be discharged) along with the channel power and

the day when the channel was shifted. A channel is selected

such that the burnup has reached the desired discharge value,

the channel powers of the channel to be selected and its

neighbour have low power and the neighbouring channels have

not been shifted recently.

Equilibrium Power Distribution

This power distribution can be obtained using

homogeneous model only. The model used is similar to TAQUIL.

one advantage is for the standard 235 or 500 MWe PHWRs (full

core) the various reactivity devices can be simulated by

giving simpler inputs. The instantaneous nuclear cross-

sections are averaged by the code and used in the simulation.

"Snap-shot" Power Distribution

As mentioned earlier the power distribution of PHWRs

after a few years of operation attains an equilibrium

condition in a gross way or in a time-averaged sense. The

actual power distribution will vary with time due to

fuelling every day and is called snap-shot power distribution.

However this variation is small and acts as a fine structure
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distribution superimposed on the time-averaged equilibrium

power distribution. Estimation of snap-shot power distri-

bution in the design stage is important from the point of

view of safety and operational limits on fuel and channel

powers.

The actual maximum channel and bundle power vary

with time and depend on the number of bundles shifted. A

fuel shifting scheme involving a smaller number of bundles

shifted causes smaller variation in the channel power

distribution. But this imposes a great load on the fuelling

machine because it has to vis.lt more number of channels per

day. A quantity called Channel Power Peaking Factor (CPPF)

is used to compare the various fuelling schemes.

Three methods are used to obtain the "snap-shot"

distribution. They are

(a) the random age approximation,

(b) the patterned age approximation, and

(c) simulation of the time history of the core.

Power distribution/ depends on the burnup distribution

which in turn depends on the power distribution history as

well as the residence time of various bundles. In both of the

first two models mentioned above, the equilibrium power

distribution (from the time averaged model of TAQUIL code)

is assumed for the estimation of burnup distribution. The

residence time of a bundle depends on when the channel was

fuelled. In the random age approximation it is assumed

that channels are fuelled in a random way while in the

patterned age model they follow a set pattern. All these

models have also been incorporated in t..*e code.

INDHAN Code

The refuelling strategy in a PHWR is a continuous
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activity by which reactor criticality is maintained, the

radial flux shape is adjusted and the burnup of the irradiated

fuel is maximised within the constraints with which the fuel

is to burn. In order to select a channel for refuelling, the

output from a simulator like TRIVENI which follows up the

reactor operation is to be analysed and a set or guideline

are to be applied in the light of the existing reactor

conditions.

The computer code INDHAN is developed to select a

channel by analysing the output of TRIVENI at any time. A

search is nede of the deviations of the channel powers in

the zones in which the reactor is divided from the time

averaged values and existence of asymmetries in the power

distribution. Channels in the underpowered zones are

selected and the guidelines are applied after finding the

reactivity gain on refuelling the channels and using the

outlet temperature distribution.

6. KINETICS STUDIES

Point-kinetics models have been used extensively in

dealing with the reactivity transients

such as loss of coolant and loss of regulation accidents.

Some of the point kinetics codes developed are NARD, MRIP and

GEAR. All these codes solve point kinetics equations with

temperature feedback. These codes differ mainly in the

approach used for solution of the kinetics equations.

Provision o^ simulating trip on power, period or some other

parameter is also there. Recently, the MRIF code has been

modified to include one-dimensional (radial) heat conduction

equations to treat temperature variation in fuel, sheath

and coolant. The new code is named MRIF-FUEL. In this

code a novel weighting scheme has been incorporated to get

average fuel temperature. This code has been employed to

analyse hypothetical loss of regulation accident in 235 MWe
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PHWRs at varying operating conditions and reactivity

insertion rates. It has been shown that the two shutdown

systems incorporated in these reactors are independently

capable of controlling this type of accident.

When the reactor size increases, spatial effects

gain importance and the point kinetics models have to be

replaced by space-time kinetics models. The present generation

of large PHWRs behave in a loosely coupled manner when

subjected to localized perturbation. This effect is fuxther

accentuated in PHWRs because of deliberate flatterning of

power distribution and delayed neutron hold back phenomenon.

Thd space-time kinetics models can basically be

divided into two categories, namely (i) direct and (ii)

indirect. In the direct approach the equations are solved

directly using finite difference or some other scheme.

AQEP, FES4INA. and FEMSYN codes coma under this category.

ADEP is a two-dimensional code based on alternating

direction explicit method with fuel and coolant temperature

feedback. FEMIHA, on the other hand, is based on nodal

expansion method to treat spatial part. FEMSYN is based on

finite element method with synthesis.

In the indirect category, the factorization approach

is used to separate spatial and temporal parts. 3D-FAST

code comes under this category. It is a multidimensional

code based on IQS or adiabatic approach. The spatial part

uses centre-mesh finite difference scheme. Various

acceleration schemes have also been incorporated to accelerate

the convergence. Provision is there to get space dependent

average fuel temperature and core average coolant temperature.

All these space-time kinetics codes have been

validated against a number of available PHWR benchmarks

simulating loss of coolant accident followed by asymmetric

insertion of control rods.
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7. XENON SPATIAL OSCILLATIONS

Large neutronically decoupled PHWRs are susceptible

to flux tilts which could develop into xenon-induced spatial

oscillation leading to hot spots. This problem arises

mainly due to the excitation of the higher modes of the

system. For instance, in the 500 MWe PHWRs, due to its

large size compared to the 235 MWe PHWR and flux flattening,

neutronic decoupling increases to such an extent tha'c first

azimuthal and axial modes are easily excited. Hence, the

reactor has to be provided with an automatic spatial

control system.

In order to study the problem of xenon oscillations

in large-sized reactors, a computer code FEMXEN has been

developed. The code solves the two-group neutron diffusion

equation along with the xenon and iodine equations. The

neutron diffusion equation is solved by the finite-difference

method while a fourth ox-der Runge-kutta method is used for

the xenon and iodine equations. The computer code has

specifically been written for PHWRs, and it includes detailed

simulation of the reactor regulating system. The reactivity

device configuration is changed automatically during the

transient as required. Zonal powers and several other

indicators of power distribution are constantly monitored.

Many transients such as xenon override and power set-back

have been simulated using ther-Cocte~. It is found that the

500 MWe PHWR is unstable against the first azimuthal mode

and any disturbance develops into xenon oscillation in this

mode, if not controlled in time. The simulations carried

out by the code are quite accurate and it can be used to

test other fast but less accurate codes for on-line flux

mapping and control.

8. ON LINE FLUX MAPPING SYSTEM

In large PHWRs, the on-line prediction of the flux
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profile from the incore flux detectors is an important aspect

of control. A modal synthesis method is employed to inter-

polate these incore detector readings (~ 100) and using a

predetermined set of modes which consists of fundamental,

higher harmonics (~15) and other perturbation modes depending

upon the operational states of the reactor. Thus it is very

much essential to have the higher harmonics corresponding to

an equilibrium state of the reactor. Another problem is the

development of an algorithm for flux mapping to be incor-

porated in the on-line control computers. The development of

this alogrithm will involve many reactor simulations with

different configurations of reactivity devices.

Generation of Higher Modes

Elimination Method

A computer code MODCAL has been developed. It is

based on the elimination method. It can be used to generate

the fundamental ana higher harmonics of a reactor. It solves

multigroup three-dimensional neutron diffusion equation by

finite difference method and calculates keff-eigenvalues and

eigenfunctions by the power iteration method. After the

calculations of the fundamental mode/ the higher harmonics

are progressively generated by eliminating the lower modes

iteratively using adjoint eigenfunctions as i*eightirg functions.

These adjoint eigenfunctions are also generated by the code.

In order to improve the accuracy further, a mode-purification

process has been incorporated. The modes generated using the

code have been used for estimating the growth factor of xenon

instabilities in PHWRs by linear stability analysis.

Analytical Method

One main drawback of calculating higher harmonics

by the elimination method mentioned above is the introduction

of lower harmonics as a result of numerical roundoff errors.
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The convergence of the higher harmonics is also very slow

due to the small eiganvalve separation between the various

modes. Due to these reasons the iterative scheme for finding

the higher harmonics is very costly in terms of the computer

time.

A code MONICA, which is based on the method of the

flux synthesis, has been developed. In this method the

harmonics are expanded in terms of a suitable basis. The

code solves the diffusion equation in R»©-Z geometry with

the zero flux boundary condition imposed on the external

surface of the reactor. The 3-dimensional higher harmonics

of the diffusion equation are synthesized from the intermediate

one-dimensional modes which in turn are synthesized from

the Helmholtz modes.

9 CONCLUSION

It can be seen that a number of computer codes for

various physics related problems of PHWRs have been developed.

These codes were validated against the experimental data

available. Wherever possible, intercomparison between the

codes based on different approaches were made. Some codes

were also validated against published benchmarks. These

code systernswerdsuccessfully used for the design of 235 and

500 MWe PHWRs and follow up oi: 210 MWe operating units.

However, it is felt that more attention is required for

the following problems.

(i) methods for simulation of reactivity devices,

(ii) methods for design of regional over power system,

(iii) methods for design of flux mapping system,

(iv) methods for automatic selection of fuel channels

for refuelling, and

(v) incorporation of thermal-hydraulics in various

physics codes for cere analysis, fuel management

and safety.
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It is felt that for benchmarking purposes, the

Canadian standardised design of 600 MWe PHWR could be used.
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APPENDIX

COMPUTER CODES

Nuclear Data

NJOY - R.2. Macfarlane et al, The NJOY Nuclear Data

Processing System, LA 9303 M, (ENDP - 324),

LANL (1982)

RE30NX - P.D. Krishnani (Unpublished)

Lattice

DUrtLAC - K.R. Srinivasan, Physics Design of Heavy Water

Moderated Reactors, BARC/I-148 (1971)

MURLI - H.C. Huria, A Multigroup Integral Transport Code

for Thermal Reactor Investigations, A tomkern

energie, 31., (1978) 77 (Also IAEA - TECDOC - 314

(1984)). Code is available with NEA Data Bank.

CLIMAX (MURLI - CLUSTER) - H.C. Huria, IAEA - TECDOC - 314,

code is available with NEA Data Bank.

CLUB - P.D. Xrishnani and K.R. Srinivasan, A method for

Solving Integral Transport Equation for Pressurized

Heavy Water Reactor Cluster Geometry, NSS 78,

(1981) 97. (Also IAEA - TECDOC - 314 (1984),

The Original version of the code is available

with NEA Data Bank.

Core and Fuel Management
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